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Sign up for the newsletter to receive research updates and tips for effective vegan activism straight to your inbox.
Vegan feminist theory recognizes that understanding animalization, the act of giving animal-like characteristics to people as a way to claim they are inferior, is necessary in understanding oppression.
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- Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community by Robert D. Putnam
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- Why I'm Giving Beyoncé's Vegan Campaign a Chance
Beautiful, Difficult, Powerful presents an accountability process in detail. It is a zine in its own right and has been taken from the book The Revolution Starts at Home: confronting intimate violence within activist communities. Accounting for Ourselves gives an excellent overview of the history and difficulties of accountability processes. Written by the anarchist collective, CrimethInc, it is very much rooted in US punk and DIY culture. “Anarchist” rapist gets the bat and Communiqué are statements written by groups in the US who’ve taken direct action to physically confront their rapis